Discover the Corrupt Acts by Department of Justice Officials
that Resulted in the Worst Series of Terrorist Attacks
in the Nation’s History and Two Deadly Wars
Discover how Department of Justice
personnel deep-sixth advance information
on the first series of al Qaeda attacks to
prevent the public from learning about
decades of FBI-DOJ complicity in murders
with a brutal Mafia capo known as the“killing
machine.” (Similar to FBI-DOJ murders in the
Boston offices with James “Whitey” Bulger.)
Advance information on the first series
of al Qaeda attacks on major U.S. targets was
obtained directly from al Qaeda’s primary
bomber, Ramzi Yousef, and provided to
FBI agents in the New York City’s offices by
a mole in the al Qaeda cell and the mole’s
New York City attorney.
Discover the ripple effects from deepsixing the critical advance information of the
attacks: the downing of TWA Flight 800; the
bombings of U.S. embassies in Kenya and
Tanzania; the easily preventable hijackings
of U.S. airliners; and the subsequent ripple
effects in the invasion of two countries that
had no causative role in the 9/11 attacks.
Discover the primary enablers of 9/11
holding key positions in U.S. government
offices, an extension of other scandals.
The same DOJ personnel involved in the
corrupt cover-ups of the planned terrorist
attacks then became part of the 9/11
Commission to insure a cover-up. Discover
how this granddaddy of American scandals
is being kept from the American people.
The factual information is provided by
former airline safety inspector Rodney Stich
and several of his former covert and law
enforcement sources, along with the mole
in that al Qaeda cell. This book addresses
multiple serious problems in the federal
government that adversely affects the
American people.

Details directly from the mole
appears in the following books:

Books available in print and e-Book formats.
Go to Amazon.com. Search: Rodney Stich
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